
THE NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF COLLEGE SPORTS AS A BUSINESS

March Madness is really year round madness in college sports, an area in dire need of All these ideas have advantages
and disadvantages.

They dressed up like characters from the Disney movie Frozen to help cheer up patients. One approach would
be to professionalize college sports, paying the athletes. Cialdini posited that people had a predisposition to
associate with positive outcomes and make them their own. National bodies responsible for sports are
generally pleased with the results that athletics yield and would not support plans to reduce support for sports.
Mullin, C. I mean, you have a certain constituent group out there that will even evaluate your college on how
your athletic program is and people read about athletics in the paper. Athletic departments pay another price if
they shift from scholarships to salaries. College sports at the highest level are indeed big business, and perhaps
nowhere more than in the Southeast. Batkid saved the Giants mascot, Lou Seal. For the other non-football and
basketball athletes in those institutions and for the athletes in the rest of higher education, a full or partial
scholarship may be more than the free market would generate. Survey resources: The case for high school
activities. Chapin  Look at the Seattle Seahawks. This certainly is a slippery slope, and where that will take the
college game in the future is unclear. Conferences such as the Ivy League will probably not participate in the
added commercialization of paying salaries to athletes. Some prominent tax law scholars such as John D.
Related Papers. Certainly those numbers, plus the cost of tuition, room, and board, are not minor, but they are
relatively small when reviewing the balance sheets of many college sports enterprises and the television
revenue. Athletic venues help generate the atmosphere and experience of the athletic contests and are often
tops in athletic department budget items. Desrochers of the American Institutes for Research points out that
athletic departments on average spend three to six times more per athlete than institutions spend to educate the
average student.


